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MODIFICATION SHEET No. RDSO / WAU / 5  

 
Provision of additional parmali wood cleats to support L.T. busbars of BHEL built BG a.c. EMU transformers. 

 
1. Object of Modification: 
 

Railways have reported few cases of failures, where in L.T busbars of BHEL built a.c. EMU transformers sagged 
and touched the paper insulation sheet placed at the bottom of the transformer tank resulting in the grounding  
of the busbars.  It was found that due to inadequate support busbars dropped which resulted the reduction of 
the specified clearance (43mm) between the busbars and bottom cover of the tank. 
 
 
It was decided to introduce 2 numbers of additional parmali wood cleats between busbars and bottom cover to 
prevent sagging of the busbars.  This modified arrangement will provide an effective support to the busbars to 
maintain the specified gap.  In this arrangement first busbars will be wrapped with insulating paper tape at the 
location of support to avoid any possible failure along with the cleat due to deposition of the sludge on it and 
then they will be secured with the help of cleats as per enclosed drawing No. RDSO - SKEL 3495. 
 

2. Work to be carried out: 
 

Wrap the blue press paper of 127thX80X415mm long around each of the busbars upto 1mm radial thickness at 
the locations where they are to be supported by the cleats as shown in the drawing.  Both the parmali wood 
cleats will be kept under the busbars to support them suitably on either side of the tank according to the size of 
the cleats suiting the busbars arrangement. 
 
Secure the busbars inside the slots of the cleat by tiughtening them with help of parmali wood nut and bolts in 
order to keep the busbars in position. 

 
3. Application:  
 
 On all the B.G. a.c. EMU's fitted with BHEL built transformers. 

 
4. Material required:  
 

1) One Number of parmali wood cleats of 32mm thick X 105mm X 16mm long to support 2 number of 
busbars. 

 
2) One number of parmali wood cleat of 32mm thickX105mmX126mm long to support three numbers of 

busbars. 
 
3) One number of M10X310mm long parmali stud bolt being cut to suit the different sizes of both parmali 

wood cleats for securing the busbars. 
 
4) 4 numbers of M-10 parmali wood nuts to secure both the studs. 



 
5. Material surplus: 
 
 NIL 
 
6. Reference:  
 
 (i) BHEL drawing No. G6100007. 
 (ii) Minutes of the meeting held on 15/16 Jan, 1981, circulated vide RDSO's letter 
  No. EL/3.2.1/2(DG2) dated 17.02.81. 

(iii) This modification has been introduced by BHEL from EMU transformer No. 2M901 onwards. 
 
7. Modification Drawing: 
 
 RDSO SKEL 3495 
 
8. Agency for implementation: 
 
 All the sheds/shops holding BG a.c. EMUs fitted with BHEL built transformers. 
 
9. Distribution: 
 
 As per enclosed list. 
 
 
       (K. VISHWAKUNTH) 
              for Director General (Elect.) 
Encl:  i) SKEL 3495 

ii) Mailing List. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


